A comparative analysis of bleomycin-induced incomplete chromosome elements in two mammalian cell lines using a telomeric PNA probe.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with a telomeric peptide nucleic acid probe was employed to analyze the induction of incomplete chromosome elements (ICE; i.e., incomplete chromosomes and terminal fragments) by bleomycin (BLM) in two mammalian cell lines. Chinese hamster embryo cells (CHE cell line, average 2n = 23) and domestic rabbit cells (CPC cell line, average 2n = 44) were treated with 2.5 micro g/ml BLM; after 18 hr of incubation, first-division metaphases were stained with the telomeric probe, and ICE and other unstable chromosomal aberrations were scored. BLM induced ICE, dicentrics, and interstitial acentric fragments in CHE cells, but only ICE in CPC cells. About 50% of the metaphases in BLM-treated CHE cells contained one or more pairs of ICE, while only 20% of treated CPC cells contained ICE. Almost 100% of the BLM-induced ICE in both cell lines consisted of pairs formed by an incomplete chromosome and a terminal fragment. Our results confirm that ICE are the most frequent type of unstable chromosomal aberration induced by BLM in mammalian cells. Moreover, the present study shows that an increase in the chromosome number does not necessarily result in an increase in the frequency of BLM-induced ICE. The results also show that the difference in the chromosomal sensitivity to BLM in CHE and CPC cells is due to differences in the absolute frequency but not in the pattern (i.e., type and proportion) of ICE.